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The project that has been chosen for this new issue of PS paisea is of 
particular interest because it deals with questions related to sustainability 
and water management.

Global emissions continue to increase, along with temperatures, leading to 
very serious consequences for the oceans, forests, water, food production and 
society in general. In 1988, an intergovernmental group of experts on climate 
change was set up together with the World Meteorological Organization, and 
since that date numerous summits and meetings have been held in an attempt 
to find strategies to alleviate the serious consequences that climate change 
is producing. As Antonio Guterres, Secretary General of the United Nations, 
stated: “The greatest threat to sustainability today is climate change,” and if it 
is not reversed, the rise in sea levels caused by global warming will affect 300 
million people by 2050. The most affected countries will be those of Southeast 
Asia, where some are at risk of being totally inundated. 

Bangkok is a city that is sinking year after year as a result of rising sea levels, 
coastal erosion and urban sprawl—a grey growth lacking green surfaces to 
increase the city’s porosity and reduce the likelihood of flooding.

The Chulalongkorn University project, carried out by the Landprocess 
landscaping team, represents an exception in Bangkok, with a large green 
surface area that collects rainwater in wet periods and distributes it during 
dry spells. It also aims to serve as a model for a future green city by 
promoting not only sustainable water treatment, but also pedestrian and 
bicycle transport, as well as representing a key meeting place where all 
kinds of activities can be carried out at both a cultural and societal level. 

The publication of this issue invites thought and social awareness so that 
each one of us, from our smallest field of activity, can contribute to the 
reduction in emissions and climate change. 



project statement  
With today’s constantly fluctuating climate leading to rising sea levels, storm 
surges and unexpectedly heavy rainfall, low-lying cities across the globe are 
bracing for a common disaster: urban flooding. As sea levels rise and the 
concrete infrastructure multiplies, Bangkok is sinking by two centimeters a 
year.

But for the first time in 30 years of rapid urban development, an invaluable 
property at the heart of the city was not turned into another block for 
commercial use, but instead became a public park for people. Opened in 2017, 
Chulalongkorn Centenary Park is the first critical piece of green infrastructure 
in Bangkok that actually mitigates ecological harm and strengthens disaster 
risk reduction. Unlike other public parks around the city, this one is the first in 
Thailand to demonstrate how a park can help reduce the risk of urban flooding 
and aid the city in confronting climate change, all while offering city dwellers 
a place to reconnect with nature. By incorporating various ecological design 
components, the park reminds the city that living in harmony with water is 
better than fearing it.



Situated on the fl oodplains of the Chao Phraya River, Bangkok has always lived 
with water in an interdependent amphibious relationship. Today, with urban 
sprawl advancing unchecked, the uncontrolled extraction of subsurface water 
continuing unabated, and the weight from high-rise buildings increasing 
rapidly, explosive development is ignoring the city’s delta landscape and 
the porosity of the ground, while eating away at the natural waterways and 
agricultural land that could once breathe and absorb water. The entire city 
can sometimes be fl ooded aft er just 30 minutes of heavy rainfall, and by 2030 
it could be completely submerged. Bangkok—a capital with one of the lowest 
ratios of public green space—is now facing one of the hardest-hitting and 
inevitable realities of climate change.

Chulalongkorn Centenary Park is the fi rst critical piece of green infrastructure for 
the city of Bangkok, designed to mitigate detrimental ecological issues, add much-
needed outdoor public space to the grey city and confront the future uncertainties 
of climate change. Bangkok is a climate-vulnerable city with little green space, 
and this park, which contains the largest green roof in Thailand, is an invaluable 
addition to the ecological landscape. The park addresses two major environmental 
issues facing Bangkok as a rapidly developed, hard paved city: water management 
and the urban heat island eff ect. The design and environmental eff ects of the park 
reach beyond its boundaries into the surrounding neighborhood: a pedestrian- 
and bicycle-friendly road extends beyond the park in both directions, linking 
major roadways directly to the park’s walkways, and water from neighboring areas 
is treated by the park’s fi ltration system. 

sinking cities: 
our new normal



URBAN GREEN CONNECTIVITY
LANDSCAPE INFRASTRUCTURE FOR MODERN CITY



the newest ecological urban 
park of Bangkok 
“What will Bangkok be like 100 years from now?” 

“How can public green space at the heart of Bangkok address the vision of this 
city of water and the environmental challenges we are confronting?”   

“How can urban green space improve the quality of life of its citizens?”  

“How will Bangkok change climactically?”  

As a winning competition team, LANDPROCESS and N7A Architects, these are 
the critical first questions we asked ourselves before starting the design process 
for the Chulalongkorn Centenary Park competition in the year 2012. 

Images submitted to the 2013 contest. (LP)



Model submitted to the 2013 contest. (LP)



Evolution of the layout, from the competition to the 

final design. (LP)

Images submitted to the 2013 contest. (LP)



The park’s main lawn is a vast open space to maximize 

flexibility for multiple purposes, connected with the main 

axis of the university’s core campus. (PM)

Chulalongkorn Centenary Park is located on a major university campus in central 
Bangkok. One hundred years ago, King Rama V Chulalongkorn founded the 
university for the good of society and donated the land for the campus. Today, in 
celebration of its centenary, the university has allocated some of the commercial 
part of the campus that connects to the main academic core to serve as a public 
park for the city and the new Sam Yan development. 

Our vision is for the Chulalongkorn Centenary Park to celebrate the one 
hundred-year anniversary of Chulalongkorn University by looking to the future. 
The design team elevated the competition brief from merely a park to instead 
being an important piece of green infrastructure that critically addresses the 
environmental challenges facing Bangkok. It not only rigorously honors the 
past but envisions Chulalongkorn University as the academic leader that charts 
the path forward to a more resilient city in the coming century. 

The 5-hectare park with a 1.3 km green avenue is designed with many ecological 
attributes that sustainably collect and treat water, decrease the risk of flooding, 
diminish the urban heat island effect and promote pedestrian and bicycle 
transportation. The Centenary Park delivers much-needed sustainability back to 
Bangkok. 

Extending an important “green corridor” from the main academic campus to 
a commercial area on university-owned land, Centenary Park expands and 
improves Bangkok’s green infrastructure. The park links the city to the campus 
through this commercial  zone. 

a green model for 
Bangkok’s future



Descomposición en 

diferentes concavidades

Unlike in other flat parks around the city, the park’s green roof 

offers a unique elevated view of Bangkok’s skyline. (LP)

park’s circulation

pedestrian

road

park’s spacial activities



From the park’s highest point, everyone is able to enjoy Bangkok’s skyline—not 
from an expensive rooftop bar or a skyscraper helipad, but atop the largest 
green roof in Thailand, covering 5,200 m2, where the rare sight of open skies 
and green grass is free to all. Planted with low-maintenance native grass and 
weeds that attract local birds and insects, the roof provides a unique experience 
of a rural and natural environment with a dense urban backdrop.

Beneath the green roof lies a museum and parking space, made possible thanks 
to the park’s inclined architecture. Additionally, three underground tanks store 
rainwater absorbed by the green roof. The amount of water it holds can irrigate 
the park for up to a month during drier seasons. 

Excessive runoff from the green roof then flows down to four constructed 
wetlands, two on each side of the park. A series of cascading weirs and ponds 
slow down the runoff and increase the aeration of the water, aided by native 
aquatic plants which help filter and clean the water. In a concrete jungle like 
Bangkok, the park provides a hidden oasis where people young and old can 
explore and interact with wetlands and the sound of flowing water once again.

On good weather days, the main lawn in the center is a vast inclined open space 
for recreational activities, serving as a large multi-purpose amphitheater for 
public events. In wetter weather, the lawn absorbs rain and runoff, collecting it 
and channeling it down by gravity to the retention pond at the lower end of the 
park. During severe flooding, this retention pond can store excess water and 
double in size by expanding into the park’s main lawn. Visitors, too, can become 
active participants in the park’s water treatment system by hopping onto any of 
the stationary water bikes alongside the pond, using their exercise to keep the 
water moving, which adds oxygen to it.

From sustainable drainage systems, green roof wetlands, porous areas, ponds 
and open swales to small pocket parks, lawns, and a retention pond, the park is 
an example of employing various landscape solutions for urban flood disaster 
reduction. Bangkok craves more parks, but especially productive ones that 
can sustainably confront climate uncertainty. By recognizing the potential of 
landscape architecture, the park shows the city ways to live with water, rather 
than fear it.



a flood-proof park for a 
flood-prone city

Bangkok is a flat city. By harnessing the power of gravity, the park is able 
to sustainably collect, treat and hold water, thereby reducing the risk of 
urban flooding in the surrounding areas. Sitting on a gradual 3-degree slope, 
the park is equipped with several ecological components—the green roof, 
wetlands, detention lawns and retention pond—leaving not a single drop of 
rainwater wasted.

The rain and runoff are captured and diverted through the park‘s topography 
to generate a complete water circulation system. Taking into account a 50-year 
return period precipitation intensity, during heavy rainfall—ofttimes when 
the public sewage system is overwhelmed—the park is able to hold up to four 
million liters of water.



On the other sloped lawn, framed by the park’s 

architecture and green roof, the park offers 

another amphitheater with superb acoustics for 

music festivals. (LP)

Chulalongkorn University, Thailand’s first university, 

celebrates its 100th anniversary by giving the city a 

new public park. (LP)



park’s topography

green roof

wetlands

detention main lawn

retention pond

detention activity lawn
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PLAYGROUND

park as rain tree 
The symbol of Chulalongkorn University, the rain tree (samanea saman), is 
the conceptual basis of the park’s ecology. We propose for this park to act like 
the canopy and roots of the rain tree, with roots that absorb the water, unlike 
the asphalt-covered streets, creating a natural system that gives back to the 
city. The meandering network of tree roots overlays a rigid road network: 
the park reaches out into the city to reclaim some of Bangkok’s historic 
waterscape urbanism. 

Centenary Park acts like tree roots for the city, absorbing and controlling 
water, and as a tree canopy, providing shade and climatic relief to the 
neighborhood. The park-as-rain-tree helps to reclaim the landscape’s natural 
ecology. Elements of the park extend outwards into the neighborhood to 
affect water drainage patterns, providing vegetation for water absorption 
and shade, and sustainable transit networks for bicycles and pedestrians. Down

RAINWATER TANK

RAINWATER TANK

RAINWATER TANK



4. detention lawn 400m2

three rainwater tanks 

950m2

1. green roof

2. wetlands 610m2

3. retention pond

1800m2

With its 3-degree incline, the park collects every drop 

of rain and holds up to a million gallons. 

park as detention area 

The entire Centenary Park acts a water detention area, absorbing water like a 
sponge in a water-stressed city. The design concept tilts the entire park to create a 
recipient for rainwater. At the park’s highest point is Thailand’s largest green roof. 
Facilities are inserted under this roof to create interior spaces: gallery, museum, 
and parking. Along the inclined plane run the water treatment system and the 
configured outdoor spaces, culminating in a retention pond in the “recipient” 
created by sinking the plane below the level of the ground. 

The park’s main lawn acts a detention area to increase water infiltration into the 
ground, help runoff water drain easily into the retention areas, and provide extra 
space for flooding and retention pond overflow. The precipitation return period 
takes into account 5-, 50- and 100-year floods, and the lawn is large enough to de-
tain water from these floods. 

Storage tanks throughout the park ensure that water can be collected and distribu-
ted to the water treatment system for a net water discharge of zero. Every drop of 
water that falls in the park will be reutilized. 

Adjacent to the main area of the park is a separate detention lawn to collect water 
in periods of heavy rainfall for use during drier months. This lawn can be aptly 
described by the Thai phrase “monkey cheek”, a term coined by King Bhumibol 
the Great (Rama IX) to describe water retention areas, evocative of how monkeys 
store food in their cheeks to eat later.

park as water treatment system 
There are three major components to the water treatment system of Centenary 
Park: 

1.   Green roof

2.   Rainwater tank 

3.   Constructed wetlands 

4.   Detention lawn 

5.   Retention pond. 

The rain and run-off water flows from the green roof at highest point to the 
retention pond at the lowest. 



The green roof is the catch basin for water. It is planted 

with native grasses and weeds for low maintenance: the 

plants can withstand Thailand’s extremely hot and wet 

seasons, and need minimal irrigation.

1. green roof

green roof

park museum

rainwater tanks



The roots of these plants are strong and help to absorb 

water. Runoff water is stored in rain tanks beneath the green 

roof, and overflow drains to the constructed wetlands. 



2. constructed wetlands

to retention pond

from green roof

Alpinia purpurata (Vieill.) 
(Vieill.) Schum

Neomarica longifolia
(Link& Otta) Sprague

Talia dealbata J. Fraser

Cyperus alternifolius (L.)

Monochoria hastata (L.) Salms

Marsilea Crenata (C.) Presl

The constructed wetlands run downwards 

along the slope of the park’s inclined 

plane. Water running through the wetlands 

comes from green roof rain tank overflow, 

and from runoff from the main park lawn.



The wetlands step down in elevation through a series 

of weirs and ponds, where water passes through a weir, 

cascades down to flow through a pond below filled with 

aquatic plans, passes through another weir, and flows 

through another pond. Water is cleaned every time it 

goes through plants until reaching the retention pond.



3. retention pond

Harnessing the power of gravity, the retention 

pond at the park’s lower end collects every drop 

of water during rainfall. (LP)

During fl oods, the pond can almost double in size 

by overfl owing onto the park’s sloped lawn. (LP)

fl oodable lawn

retention pond

turbine
aerator

The retention pond contains additional aquatic plants for water treatment. The 
pond completes the system of water circulation for the park: in the dry season, 
water will be pumped up from the retention pond, along with some wastewater 
from the neighborhood, to the top of the wetlands, helping to keep the pond 
from becoming stagnant. Water from the retention pond is also used in the 
irrigation system for the lower areas of the park. On each side of the pond there 
are special interactive design features in the form of water treatment bicycles, 
where visitors can ride stationary bikes to create movement in the water and 
introduce more oxygen. In addition to the ecological benefi ts, Centenary Park 
also aims to inspire and educate the public. 

The park collects water from the surrounding neighborhood to integrate into 
the park’s fi ltration system for treatment. The treated wastewater created within 
the park will be collected, cleaned and used not just in the park, but also to help 
the neighborhood with water as well. There will be zero water discharge as the 
park stores all its water run-off .



Visitors can also become an active part of the water treatment 

system by hopping onto any of the stationary water bikes along 

the pond. (LP-PS)



In 2017, six hours of rainfall fl ooded the entire city of Bangkok. In 

such situations, this highly-adaptive fl ood-proof park will serve 

as a detention area for its surrounding neighborhood. (LP)

4. detention lawn

playground

amphitheater

fl oodable lawn



5. detention activity lawn

The park’s subtle fence serves as a local 

playground for the neighborhood, disguising itself 

as a slide and recreational area both for children 

to play among friends and for parents to hang out 

in the community atmosphere. (LP)



6. eight outdoor classrooms

The park provides a place where kids and 

adults can explore and interact with nature’s   

water, birds and insects once again. (LP)

While playing a role in confronting climate risk, the park simultaneously serves 
as a recreational space and outdoor classroom for the university community, 
surrounding neighborhoods and urban dwellers. Adjacent to the main lawn 
are eight “outdoor landscape classrooms”, each with diff erent biomes and 
layouts, lining both sides of the park to serve as diverse multi-purpose areas, 
including a herb garden, meditation area, reading room, bamboo garden, 
playgrounds, and an earthen amphitheater. Whether in the choice of porous 
components or locally sourced materials, great attention to detail has been paid 
when designing these outdoor classrooms to best complement the park’s main 
ecological features.

As periods of drought and monsoon come and go, the park’s water-based 
landscape continually grows and transforms to unveil new environments for 
visitors to experience. Following the planting concept of growing urban forests, 
300 varieties of plants and trees have been grown either from seed or as young 
seedlings which easily adapt to the changing climate, recreating a healthy 
ecosystem and providing a home for local birds, pollinators and insects.
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The once heavily-congested street shifts priority from cars 

over to foot traffic and bicycles by seamlessly connecting 

pedestrians and cyclists directly to its surroundings. (LP)

The first of its kind in Bangkok, the 1.3-kilometer road running perpendicular 
to the park was revamped to shift priority from cars over to foot traffic and 
bicycles. By reducing four vehicle lanes to two and enlarging each of them from 
12 to 30 meters, the once heavily congested street now seamlessly connects 
pedestrians and cyclists directly to surrounding neighborhoods and roadways 
linked to the city’s major residential, entertainment and retail facilities. The 
park is also lined with corridors of rain gardens on both sides to provide shade 
and reduce runoff from the road surface, showing Bangkok the possibility of a 
pedestrian-friendly, yet commercially developed area.

While climate change has been a prominent issue for decades, we are 
undoubtedly moving towards an age of sustainability and resiliency. A 
single park cannot control flooding across an entire city, but this is the first 
step, and a big, bold one. Urban development is nonetheless inevitable 
and the population is bound to rise, but as landscape architects it is our 
obligation to consider every possible solution and sign of hope for our future. 
Chulalongkorn Centenary Park provides us with a spark of inspiration as to 
how we can choose to handle our looming future, while allowing room for 
newfound landscape architecture potential to emerge. As fresh challenges 
present themselves, we can only see new opportunities arising for us to make 
a difference and save our sinking home.

the first green avenue made 
for the people
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